
CONCURSUL INTERJUDEȚEAN “JUNIOR ENGLISH” , 22 februarie 2020 

 CLASA A IV-A 

I. Choose the best option, a, b, c or d (30 points): 

 

1. The plural forms of the following words child, goose, apple, wolf are:  

a. childs, gooses, apples, wolfs          b. children, geese, apples, wolves    c. childrens, geese, apples, wolves        

d. children, gooses, apples, wolves     

 

2. Her friend……………….an interesting magazine at the moment. 

a. reads                   b. reading                  c. will read             d. is reading 

 

3. Chris…………………..to the cinema tomorrow. 

a. is going               b. go                 c. goes                 d. going   

 

4. It is a beautiful day. The sun is ……………….. and the sky is light blue.  

a.  blowing                    b. snowing                  c. shining                  d. raining    

 

5. My mother likes ………………………………. 

a. to sing                     b. sing                  c.  to singing                 d. singing 

 

6. I believe Mary is………………than her friend. 

a. younger                     b. the youngest                  c. most young                    d. the most young   

 

7. An eagle has got wings and ……………...  

a. a beak                    b. lips                 c. fur                d. scales 

 

8. ……………girls are over here are waving at me, and …………girls over there are smiling. 

a. These, those                 b. That, this              c. This, those               d. Those, this 

 

9. Shakira is a famous................... singer: 

a. Colombia            b. Columbese                c. Colombish                  d. Colombian 

 

10. Jane is ………………..person I have ever met. 

a. the beautiful                   b. beautiful                  c. the  most  beautiful                 d. the most beautifuler 

 

11. Which of the following is not a city in the USA? 

a. Los Angeles                  b. London                   c. New York              d. New Jersey 

 

12. Which of the following is not a European state? 

a. Alabama                   b. Spain               c. Italy                  d. Ireland 

 

13. Which of the following is the name of one of Santa’s reindeer?  

a. Dasher                   b. Mary                c. Jerry               d. Sneezy 

  

14. Anne ate ……….…….of bread. 

a. a package of                   b. a bar of                   c. a slice of              d. a lump of         

 

15. The official residence of the British Royal Family is: 

a. Westminster Abbey      b. The Big Ben       c. The Houses of Parliament            d. Buckingham Palace         

 



16. I need to buy ………chocolate. 

a. a loaf of                    b. a piece of                  c. a pack of                d. a bar of 

 

17. What is the capital city of The Republic of Ireland? 

a. New York                   b. Dublin                  c. London                  d. Paris 

 

18. London is famous for: 

a. The Big Ben            b. The Statue of Liberty       c. The Great Wall of China          d. The Eiffel Tower 

 

19. The plural forms of wife is: 

a. wifes              b. wives           c. wivees             d. wifies 

 

20. Which is the odd one out? 

a. knives                 b. parties                 c. cats                 d. bottles 

 

21. Which is the odd one out? 

a. Cauliflower         b. Cucumber          c. Bell pepper          d. Watermelon  

 

22. I decide if a person is guilty or not. I am …………………. 

a. a judge          b. a farmer            c. a waiter            d. a doctor  

 

23. Mary usually………… two slices of pizza a day. 

a. eats                     b. eating                         c. ated                   d. eated 

24. They go…………..the cinema twice a month. 

a. of                         b. in                       c. to                    d. at  

 

25. My father’s sister is my………….. 

a. niece                 b. aunt                 c. cousin                d. daughter  

 

26. Would you like ……….apricot? 

a. an                   b. two                  c. a                  d. three 

 

27. I hope you will feel……………..soon. 

a. gooder            b. best                c. better                 d. goodest 

 

28. …………… time does the train leave? 

a. when  b. how   c. where  d. what  

 

29. How many friends …….......? 

a. do he have            b. do he has                c. does he have                 d. he have  

 

30. If you want to visit The Statue of Liberty, where do you go to? 

a. Moscow                   b. Bucharest               c. New York             d. London 

 

II. Write a story starting from the picture below (7-8 lines)  30 points: 
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Task  Key   

1. B 16. D 

2. D 17. B 

3. A 18. A 

4. C 19. B 

5. D 20. C 

6. A 21. D 

7. A 22. A 

8. A 23. A 

9. D 24. C 

10. C 25. B 

11. B 26. A 

12. A 27. C 

13.   A 28. D 

14. C 29. C 

15. D 30. C 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


